In sombre thought he sat, surveying
The scene of woe, as waves now lapped
The skirts of broad piazzas playing
The part of lakes, with streets conveying Fresh torrents to them; while remote, An island hulk, the Palace drifted.
The Tsar spoke: calling for a boat, His generals [4] set sail and lifted
The watery blockade; they sped Along streets annexed by the river, Defying danger, to deliver
The drowning masses, seized with dread.
With paws upraised in admonition
As they fulfil their guardian mission Meanwhile Count Khvostov, 20 The muses' pet, in deathless verses Sang of the city's dire reverses (So smartly had he dashed these off). Into the bottomless abyss? [5] Yevgeny paced in agitation 14. In the original this line does not rhyme with any other, a unique divergence from the tightly ordered rhyme scheme which was presumably deliberate on Pushkin's part. The effect is analogous to that of a dissonant chord in music, emphasising the chaotic and unpredictable nature of the river's sudden incursion into the city. This feature has been preserved in the translation. Nearly a year after the flood, the waves beat against the granite embankments like a petitioner ('chelobitchik') at the doors of a judge or magistrate, begging him to intercede in some instance of injustice. The judge, we are told, ignores the petition.
In other words, the people have now lost the initiative and must once more submit to higher authority.
That higher authority is represented most clearly by Peter. What is more, he represents it in a way which sets him apart from the mass of humanity and even (so Then comes a more explicit hint, as Pushkin voices the hope that the Finnish waves will not 'disturb great Peter's ageless sleep'. Peter, we must conclude, is not dead after all: he will awake from his sleep if danger should at any time threaten his capital city, the heart of the nation. In common with other historical figures (Drake, Barbarossa, King Arthur), Peter seems here to have acquired the legendary reputation of being the immortal guardian of his nation's welfare. By contrast, the Emperor Alexander's weak disclaimer that 'The Tsar is no commander/ Of elemental forces' shows him to be as mortal as the next man, while reminding us that Peter, the 'mighty lord of destiny', was indeed able to command the elements.
Peter's role as guardian of Russia's destiny is realised in visual terms by his statue, which looks out over the city from its lofty vantage and actively defends the interests of the state by pursuing Yevgeny. It is of course deeply ironic that Peter should apparently perceive this lone and impotent protester as a prime threat to public order: that it is Yevgeny's muttered threat, and not the hostile waves, which finally rouse the autocrat from his 'ageless sleep'. Ironic, too, that Pushkin never refers to the statue as such, but calls it an 'idol' ('kumir') or 'effigy' ('istukan'). This predictably offended Nicholas I, his regal censor, since in Russian usage, as in English, an idol is undeniably the image of a false deity. Even so it is significant that There are further indications in The Bronze Horseman of Pushkin's equivocal attitude towards Peter. In the Introduction it is less apparent, as here he is concerned to defend Peter against Mickiewicz's strictures, but elsewhere the panegyrics are balanced by darker notes: '… him whose bronze head dominated/ The darkness from its lofty height'; 'His figure awesome to behold!'; 'the fearsome tsar'. The critic Belinsky saw the poem as 'the apotheosis of Peter'. While Pushkin does indeed endow Peter with divine or semi-divine attributes, we may seriously doubt that this is intended as an accolade, or -as implied by Belinsky's comment -that it is the main point of the poem. Pushkin is concerned throughout to emphasise Peter's remoteness from ordinary human life; the 'apotheosis' is but one of the techniques used to achieve this and does not in itself imply approval. Peter appears not as an ordinary human being but as an elemental force: he is an agent in the historical process, and even beyond this he participates in a wider cosmic struggle between order and disorder. We might in consequence be tempted to consider it just as futile to apply moral criteria to this Peter as it would be to judge the waves and flood water. By introducing these features Pushkin would appear to defend the dignity and value of the individual: Yevgeny is accorded equal status with Peter in purely human terms, and his rebellion against state power is shown to be as admirable and significant in its way as that of the Decembrists. Yet turning now to the question of Yevgeny's role in the wider scheme of things, we have to admit that he seems an insignificant third factor in the equation when viewed against the backdrop of the titanic struggle taking place between Peter and the elements. Yevgeny is utterly and completely helpless against both. The flood sweeps away all his dreams of happiness, and it is in the river that he meets his death. Peter's statue, which at their first 'encounter' during the flood had its back turned to Yevgeny as if ignoring him, later hounds him mercilessly when he dares to protest at Peter's role in his suffering. The vast, impersonal forces of order and chaos, locked in an unending struggle -these, Pushkin seems to be saying, are the reality: these are the millstones of destiny or of the historical process to which Yevgeny and his kind are but so much grist. This is in itself a bleak enough picture, but it is not all. Far from merely ignoring mankind, fate seems to take a perverse delight in teasing and tormenting in particular such decent, There are references back to the swamps and forests and the Finnish tribes who lived there, while the image of the river itself is subjected to development: now it is confined between granite banks -tamed by man -in contrast to its wildness and freedom in the exposition section.
Recapitulation.
The musical themes are restated as they appeared in the exposition, but this time both are in the tonic, so that the conflict between them is resolved. In the poem this resolution or reconciliation takes place in lines 84-91, a brief section set apart from the rest by its particularly elevated and rhetorical style.
The whole burden of this passage is indeed reconciliation between nature and Peter, as Pushkin appeals to the waves not to rebel against their subjection to the will of Peter. Of course, however 'musical' this particular technique may seem, it needs to be emphasised that Pushkin's use of it is almost certainly a case of analogy, rather than of direct influence. At that time examples of the leitmotif as we know it were fairly uncommon in music; its great exponent was an unknown twenty-year-old whose music dramas still lay in the future. Not that this really undermines our argument, for it has been suggested that Wagner's development of the musical leitmotif for dramatic purposes was in any case probably inspired not so much by musical precedents as by his reading of Aeschylus's Oresteia, where repeated phrasings are employed to similar effect. 4 The leitmotif, then, would appear to inhabit a shadowy common ground shared by music and literature, ground which more research into its literary use before Wagner might do much to illuminate. The 'double perception' arises when we consider the figure of Peter. On a purely realistic level he is of course dead at the time of the flood. And yet, as we have seen, his living presence seems to permeate the city. Pushkin hints in many ways that Peter's statue may be alive, but never actually oversteps the bounds of realism by stating explicitly that this is so; we as readers are free to accept either interpretation.
A key passage here is the statue's pursuit of Yevgeny: does this really take place, or is it all a hallucination experienced by the deranged Yevgeny? Pushkin is careful not to exclude either possibility. Then there is the mysterious ferryman who takes Yevgeny across the Neva. Subtle hints imply his kinship with Charon in Greek mythology, ferrying the souls of the dead to the underworld (see above, note 19), but again it is equally possible to see him as an ordinary flesh-and-blood ferryman.
The double perception principle even has implications for the style of the poem. Although Pushkin rigorously observes regular metrical and rhyme schemes throughout, skilful use of enjambement and of deliberately non-poetic diction often creates the illusion -the aural illusion at least -of prose. A virtuoso example of this in the original is the closing section of the poem describing the little island where Yevgeny's body is eventually found. To listen to these lines read aloud by a competent performer is to listen to the sound of prose. Yet a glance at the printed page shows us that we are indeed listening to rhymed metrical verse. The effect, as with other examples of double perception, is of a rapid oscillation or switching between the two alternative interpretations. It is rather like those well-known optical illusions used to illustrate the principles of visual perception, which at first sight appear to represent a certain figure or shape, but then reveal a second, quite different one, after which both are seen simultaneously in rapid alternation.
Using these contrapuntal effects, together with the other techniques discussed (not to mention his sound painting, largely muted in translation), Pushkin has composed a work which may indeed be described as musical. However, it is important to finish with a caveat. The features of 'pure' music undeniably present in the poem are ultimately of secondary importance. As a poet, Pushkin by definition works with language, words, to which meaning inevitably attaches, as it does not to musical notes. And it is to the prime function of language -the conveyance of meaning -that his musical techniques are in the end subordinated. Unlike the composer of a symphony or sonata, who (unless he or she provides programme notes or other extra-musical clues) cannot assign meaning to the work's various themes, the poet can hardly avoid doing so. The interplay of themes in The Bronze Horseman may be musical in organisation, but it is literary and narrative in overall intent. As we have seen, the clash of order and chaos, of Peter and the elements, which would dominate in the value-free setting of a purely musical work, is in fact overshadowed by the significance given to Yevgeny, whose theme, peripheral perhaps in the musical scheme of things, is central to the poem as a work of literature.
As a creative artist, Pushkin has with some justice been compared to Mozart.
Given his difficult political position vis-à-vis the tsarist authorities, it is worth pondering that the musical features of The Bronze Horseman may have been a deliberate attempt on his part to obscure with something of the ambiguity of music the explicit meaning of his text. If so, we might just as profitably compare him, mutatis mutandis, to a much later composer from his own country who in even more difficult circumstances resorted conversely to smuggling subversive meaning into the ambiguous musical argument of his works: Dmitry Shostakovich.
